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INTRODUCTION 

 Virtually all civilizations possess rules prescribing 

that the physical remains of deceased human beings and 

their final resting places must be treated with special 

respect and sacred reverence. In Wisconsin, this 

near-universal policy is embodied in the burial site 

preservation law, Wis. Stat. § 157.70, which protects all 

known burial sites in this state against disturbance, without 

regard to ethnic origins, cultural backgrounds, or religious 

affiliations and without regard to the age of the site or the 

extent to which it resembles a modern cemetery. 

 The burial site preservation law requires the Director 

of Respondent-Appellant-Cross Respondent State Historical 

Society of Wisconsin (“the Society”) to create and maintain a 

catalog of human burial sites in this state and provides that 

sites in the catalog may not be disturbed without a permit 

from the Director.  

 For burial sites located on privately owned land, Wis. 

Stat. § 157.70 seeks to balance the landowner’s interest in 

unrestricted use of the land against the interests of others in 

preserving the burial site from disturbance. Prior to the time 

when such a site has been cataloged by the Director, the 

legislative balance favors the interests of the landowner, 

who may require that the site be excavated and removed by 

a qualified archaeologist, following which the land may be 

freely used without burial-related restrictions. After the site 

has been cataloged, however, the legislative balance shifts to 
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favor the interests in preserving the site against disturbance 

by providing that a permit to disturb can be issued only if 

the landowner’s interest in disturbing the site outweighs the 

interests of others in protecting it from disturbance.  

 The statute further prescribes a scale of priority for 

weighting different types of interests, under which interests 

tending to favor preservation—such as direct kinship with 

the deceased; cultural, tribal, or religious affiliation with the 

burial site; and the site’s scientific or historical 

significance—receive greater weight than land use and other 

commercial interests that are more likely to favor 

disturbance. When these interests are weighed, the statute 

requires that the interests of the public be considered in 

addition to the interests of the involved parties. The 

statute’s ranking of interests, however, is based on the type 

of interest, rather than on who possesses it. 

 The present case involves an application by  

Petitioner-Respondent-Cross Appellant Wingra Redi-Mix, 

Inc. (“Wingra”), for a permit to disturb a cataloged, 

prehistoric Native American burial site that includes two 

burial mounds constructed in the form of animal effigies. 

The burial site occupies a small portion of a much larger 

parcel of land that Wingra operates as a sand and gravel 

quarry. Wingra seeks a permit to disturb the burial site so 

that it can mine, process, and sell the stone and sand that lie 

beneath it. Such quarrying activity, if permitted, would 
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result in the complete and irreversible destruction of the 

cataloged burial site. 

 The Wisconsin Division of Hearings and Appeals 

(DHA) conducted an administrative hearing and denied 

Wingra’s permit application, reasoning that the Ho-Chunk 

Nation’s cultural, tribal, and religious interests in the site 

and the site’s historical significance outweighed Wingra’s 

interests in quarrying.  

 On judicial review, the circuit court reversed and 

remanded the permit application to DHA on the ground that 

DHA had given too little weight to the public interests that 

Wingra had asserted in support of its application. The court 

instructed DHA regarding the interpretation of the statutory 

standard and ordered that the hearing record be re-opened 

as to all issues. 

 The circuit court erred in its interpretation of the 

applicable legal standard and the role of the public interest 

under that standard. This Court should reverse the circuit 

court and affirm DHA’s decision to protect from destruction 

this burial site that is sacred to the Ho-Chunk Nation and 

an irreplaceable legacy of Wisconsin’s Native American past 

 Alternatively, the scope of the circuit court’s remand 

order was overly broad. If this case is remanded, DHA 

should be instructed to apply a corrected interpretation of 

the statute to the existing administrative record, rather than 

re-opening the record. 
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ISSUES PRESENTED 

 1. In determining whether a permit to disturb a 

cataloged burial site should be granted under Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(5)(c)2., DHA is required to weigh the permit 

applicant’s interests in disturbing the site against the 

interests possessed by persons and entities opposing 

disturbance and, in making its determination, is required to 

consider the interests of the public in addition to the 

interests of the parties. DHA, in denying Wingra’s permit 

application, reasoned that the public interests asserted by 

Wingra were entitled to little weight in the absence of 

evidence that denial of the permit would directly harm those 

public interests. Did DHA correctly apply the legal standard 

in Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. to the public interests that 

Wingra asserted in support of its application? 

 The circuit court answered no. 

 2. Under Wis. Stat. § 227.57(5), if a reviewing court 

finds that an administrative agency has erroneously 

interpreted a provision of law, the court may remand the 

case to the agency for further action under a correct 

interpretation of the law. The circuit court found that DHA 

erroneously interpreted Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. and 

remanded to DHA with instructions to re-open the 

evidentiary record for a new administrative hearing. Did the 

circuit court err by ordering a completely new hearing, 

rather than simply instructing DHA to apply a correct 
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interpretation of the statute to the facts in the existing 

administrative record? 

 The circuit court impliedly answered no. 

STATEMENT ON ORAL ARGUMENT                        
AND PUBLICATION 

 Oral argument is not warranted because this appeal 

can be decided on the basis of the arguments presented in 

the parties’ briefs. Publication may be helpful to clarify the 

interpretation of Wis. Stat. § 157.70 and the rights and 

obligations of landowners under that statute. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS AND OF THE CASE 

I. Legal background. 

 Burial rites and their associated practices have been 

treated with special respect in almost all civilizations from 

time immemorial as a sign of the reverence a society shows 

for the deceased and for their survivors. See Nat’l Archives & 

Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 U.S. 157, 167-68 (2004). 

Wisconsin courts have long recognized that “there exists that 

all-prevailing sense of propriety within the human race to 

pay proper respect to the dead and not to ruthlessly trample 

on and pass over the spot where a body has been buried.” 

Dunbar v. Oconomowoc Cemetery Ass’n, 189 Wis. 164, 169, 

207 N.W. 265 (1926). Similarly, courts of many jurisdictions 

“have long recognized and honored the expectation of society 

that the bodies of dead human beings be treated with 

respect.” Williams v. City of Minneola, 575 So.2d 683, 695 
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(Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1991) (Griffin, J., concurring in part and 

dissenting in part). “[T]he sound sentiment of all civilized 

peoples . . . regards the resting place of the dead as holy 

ground.” Kerlin v. Ramage, 76 So. 360, 361 (Ala. 1917). 

 This near-universal policy of deep respect for sites 

where the dead are buried was codified in Wisconsin law by 

the enactment of 1985 Wisconsin Act 316 (“Act 316”) which 

created a burial site preservation law, Wis. Stat. § 157.70, 

providing for the protection of all burial sites in this state 

against disturbance. Act 316 sought to “[a]ssure that all 

human burials be accorded equal treatment and respect for 

human dignity without reference to ethnic origins, cultural 

backgrounds, or religious affiliations.” Act 316, § 1(2)(a). 

This equal treatment and respect were expressly intended to 

include prehistoric burial sites that do not resemble modern, 

well-tended and well-marked cemeteries and thus are 

subject to a high degree of vandalism and inadvertent 

destruction. Act 316, § 1(1)(a) and (b); see also § 20 and 

Notes. 

 To accomplish these legislative policies, the burial site 

preservation law requires the Director of the Society to 

create and maintain a catalog of human burial sites in the 

state. Wis. Stat. § 157.70(2)(a). Sites included in the catalog 

may not be disturbed in any way without a permit issued by 

the Director under Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5) and Wis. Admin. 

Code § HS 2.04(5). The Director is also required to establish 

a registry of persons who are determined by Wisconsin’s 
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Burial Site Preservation Board to “have an interest in a 

cataloged burial site or class of cataloged burial sites.” Wis. 

Stat. § 157.70(2)(e). 

 The burial site preservation law is expressly intended 

to “[b]alance the interests of scientists, landowners, 

developers and others with an interest in a burial site, 

including those with a kinship interest and those with a 

general cultural, tribal or religious affiliation with the burial 

site.” Act 316, § 1(2)(c).  

 Under the statutory framework, the interests of a 

landowner predominate prior to the time when a burial site 

is cataloged. When a property owner receives notice that his 

land contains an uncataloged burial site, he is prohibited 

from intentionally causing or permitting activity that would 

disturb the burial site unless he receives the Director’s 

permission. Wis. Stat. § 157.70(4)(b). The landowner has the 

option, however, of authorizing the Director or a qualified 

archaeologist approved by the Director to excavate the burial 

site to remove and analyze any human remains and burial 

objects within a reasonable time. Wis. Stat. § 157.70(4)(c)3.a. 

If the owner chooses that option and satisfies the Director 

that all human remains and objects have been removed and 

analyzed, the Director must then allow the owner to proceed  
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with his plans. Wis. Stat. § 157.70(4)(d).1 Only if the owner 

declines to archeologically excavate the site, or if all human 

remains and burial objects are not removed, must the 

Director then catalog the site. Id.  

 After cataloging, the legislative balance shifts in favor 

of preservation of the cataloged site and against disturbance. 

Under Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(a), “[n]o person may 

intentionally cause or permit the disturbance of a cataloged 

burial site or the cataloged land contiguous to a cataloged 

burial site without a permit from the director issued under 

this subsection.” 

 Anyone who desires a permit to disturb a cataloged 

site must apply to the Director. Notice of the application 

must be provided to the persons listed on the registry of 

persons with an interest in the site. See Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(2)(e) and (5)(b). If the applicant or one of the 

interested parties requests a hearing, or if the Director 

determines that a hearing is necessary, then the Director 

shall ask DHA “to conduct a hearing on whether a permit 

should be issued to disturb the burial site or the land which 

is the subject of the request.” Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)1. 

 At such a hearing, DHA is required “to determine 

whether the benefits to the permit applicant in disturbing 
                                         
 1 The Director may also authorize the landowner to proceed 
if the proposed activity will not disturb the uncataloged burial 
site, or if no person on the registry of interested persons has an 
interest in that site. Wis. Stat. § 157.70(4)(c)2. 
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the burial site or the land outweigh the benefits to all other 

persons shown on the registry under sub. (2) (e) to have an 

interest in not disturbing the burial site or the land.” Wis. 

Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. In making that determination, DHA 

also “shall consider the interest of the public in addition to 

the interests of the parties.” Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. The 

statute further provides: 
If any of the following classes of interest are 
represented in the hearing, the division shall weight 
the interests in the following order of priority: 
 
 a.  Direct kinship. 
 
 b.  A cultural, tribal or religious affiliation. 
 
 c.  A scientific, environmental or educational 
purpose. 
 
 cm.  Historical and aesthetic significance of 
the burial site. 
 
 d.  Land use. 
 
 e.  A commercial purpose not related to land 
use which is consistent with the purposes of this 
section. 
 
 f.  Any other interest which the board [i.e., the 
Burial Sites Preservation Board] deems to be in the 
public interest. 

 
Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2.  

 If DHA rules in favor of granting a permit to disturb 

the site, then the Director shall issue the permit if the 

landowner authorizes the Director or an archaeologist 

approved by the Director to first excavate the burial site for 
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the purpose of removing any human remains and 

burial-related objects. Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)3. A permit to 

disturb may include any conditions or exemptions deemed 

necessary to limit the disturbance of the site or to minimize 

any burdens on any persons affected by the granting of the 

permit. Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)4. 

II. History of the Ward Mound Group site. 

 The present case involves an application by Wingra, 

pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(b), for permission to 

disturb a cataloged burial site known as the Ward Mound 

Group.  

 The Ward Mound Group is not a modern burial site, 

but rather dates from a period hundreds of years before the 

first arrival of Europeans in Wisconsin and before the 

existence of any written records of human activities in the 

region. The site—located on a parcel owned at the time by a 

person named Ward—was first investigated and mapped for 

archaeological purposes in 1914 and 1925, and was found to 

include at least seven earthen mounds: a bird effigy, a 

mammal effigy, an oval mound, and four linear mounds. See 

W. G. McLachlan, Mounds of the Lake Waubesa Region, in 

12 The Wisconsin Archaeologist, 151-53 (1914); Charles E. 

Brown, Record of Wisconsin Antiquities, in 4 The Wisconsin 

Archaeologist, 37 (1925). (R. 19:1534-35, 1542 and 1714-15.)  

 In 1990, the Society surveyed and cataloged the Ward 

Mound Group site. Cataloging was completed by the 

execution of a Notice of Location of Cataloged Burial Site, 
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which was signed by then-Director of the Society 

H. Nicholas Muller, III, on December 17, 1990.  

(R. 19:1593-95.) That cataloging notice was recorded with 

the Dane County Register of Deeds on February 22, 1991, 

and a copy of the notice was sent to Wingra on March 8, 

1991. (R. 19:139-40, 1593-95.) The cataloged site consists of 

the bird effigy described in the initial archaeological studies, 

a portion of the mammal effigy (often described as a fox or 

canine), and a five-foot buffer zone around each mound. The 

other mounds described in the initial studies have not 

survived. (R. 19:1593-95.) 

 The cataloged burial site is located within a 57-acre 

parcel in the Town of Blooming Grove, Wisconsin, that has 

been operated by Wingra since 1961 as a sand and gravel 

quarry. (R. 19:1608.) The property—known as the 

Kampmeier Quarry—has been owned by Wingra since 1982 

and is an active site for quarrying, processing, and 

transporting gravel and sand. (R. 19:1605-08.) Wingra has 

excavated around the cataloged portion of this property, 

with the result that the burial site today rests atop a 

mesa-like peninsula, approximately three acres in size, that 

stands roughly 50 feet above the adjoining quarried areas. 

(R. 19:1321, 1609, and 1803.) 

 According to Wingra, the land below the top of the 

mesa contains approximately 1.5 million tons of 

merchantable sand and limestone, with an estimated gross 

aggregate value to Wingra of approximately $10 million. 
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(R. 19:1617.) The permit application that is the subject of 

this appeal seeks permission to disturb the Ward Mound 

Group so that Wingra can extract, process, and sell that 

material. If the permit is granted, Wingra intends to mine 

the entirety of the existing mesa. (R. 19:1623.) That activity 

would result in the complete and permanent destruction of 

the cataloged burial site. 

III. Procedural history of this case. 

A. Proceedings prior to the administrative 
hearing. 

 This case began on September 17, 2010, when Wingra 

submitted to the Society a letter requesting that the Ward 

Mound Group be removed from the catalog of burial sites on 

the grounds that the site does not contain human remains 

and, therefore, is improperly cataloged as a burial site. 

(R. 19:3-4.) In the alternative, if that decataloging request 

was denied, the letter requested a permit to disturb the site, 

pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(b), for purposes of 

commercial excavation. (R. 19:3-4.) 

 Pursuant to Wis. Admin. Code § HS 2.04(5)(b)-(c), the 

Director sent written notice of Wingra’s permit application 

to the persons listed on the state registry of persons with an 

interest in the catalogued burial site. (R. 19:1694.) In 

response to that notice, the Director received letters 

opposing Wingra’s application from four officials  
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representing three Wisconsin Indian tribes.2 

 On December 21, 2010, the Director determined that a 

hearing regarding Wingra’s permit application was 

necessary and, on January 4, 2011, the matter was referred 

to DHA for a class 1 contested case hearing. (R. 19:5-12.) See 

also Wis.Stat. § 157.70(5)(c); Wis. Admin. Code § HS 

2.04(5)(f). DHA assigned the matter to an administrative law 

judge (ALJ) who conducted a prehearing conference on 

January 11, 2011. (R. 19:49-52, 1803.) At that conference, 

Wingra reiterated its position that there were no human 

remains buried in the Ward Mound Group and asked that its 

decataloging request be included in the issues for the 

hearing. (R. 19:49-52, 1803.) The ALJ questioned whether 

DHA has authority to decatalog a burial site and the parties 

agreed to confer further about that issue. (R. 19:49-52, 1803.) 

 Following that conference, Wingra’s requests were 

split into two separate cases—a decataloging case and a 

permit case—that have proceeded on parallel tracks. The 

present appeal relates to the permit case. 

 The decataloging case advanced on a somewhat earlier 

timeline. On January 21, 2011, Wingra initiated that case by 
                                         
 2 The responses were from William Quackenbush, Tribal 
Historic Preservation Officer for the Ho-Chunk Nation; George W. 
Garvin, NAGPRA designee and Repatriation Researcher for the 
Ho-Chunk Nation; David J. Grignon, Tribal Historic Preservation 
Officer for the Menominee Nation; and Corina Burke, Tribal 
Historic Preservation Officer for the Oneida Nation of Wisconsin. 
(R. 19:1529-33 and 1694-96.) 
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filing with the Director a separate petition for removal of the 

Ward Mound Group from the catalog, pursuant to Wis. 

Admin. Code § HS 2.03(6). (See R. 19:74.) On March 17, 

2011, the ALJ, pursuant to a joint stipulated motion of the 

parties, suspended the permit case pending the outcome of 

the decataloging case. (R. 19:63-64.) 

 Proceedings in the decataloging case were conducted 

before the Director and, on October 18, 2012, the Director 

issued a final written decision denying Wingra’s 

decataloging request. (R. 19:84-102.) On October 30, 2012, 

Wingra notified DHA of the Director’s action and asked that 

the permit case recommence. (R. 19:82-83.) On November 1, 

2012, DHA issued a notice reactivating the permit case. 

(R. 19:105-06.)  

 Between December 10, 2012, and November 22, 2013, 

the parties litigated a motion by Wingra requesting a permit 

to excavate three portions of the bird effigy for the purpose 

of determining the presence or absence of buried human 

remains at those locations. (R. 19:118-202, 236-48, 308-410.) 

DHA denied that motion on July 19, 2013, and denied 

reconsideration on November 22, 2013, reasoning that the 

issue of the presence or absence of buried human remains at 

a cataloged burial site is outside the scope of a hearing on an 

application for a permit to disturb such a site under Wis. 

Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2., and that the sole issue to be 

determined in a permit proceeding is whether a cataloged 

burial site may be disturbed based on a weighing of the 
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factors enumerated in that statute. (R. 19:624-30; 807-09.) 

DHA simultaneously granted a previously filed motion by 

the Ho-Chunk Nation to intervene as a party in the permit 

case. (R. 19:808.)3 

B. The administrative hearing. 

 The contested case hearing on Wingra’s application for 

a permit to disturb the cataloged site took place on January 

13 and 14, 2014. (R. 19:1596-1793.) Wingra, the Society, and 

the Ho-Chunk Nation each presented witnesses. 

 Wingra acknowledged DHA’s prior ruling that 

excluded the issue of the presence or absence of human 

remains at the cataloged site from the scope of the hearing 

and submitted an offer of proof of the evidence on that issue 

that Wingra would present if DHA’s ruling were overturned. 

The offer of proof included, inter alia, two affidavits and a 

                                         
 3 While these events were taking place before DHA, Wingra 
simultaneously pursued review of the Director’s denial of 
Wingra’s decataloging request.  On November 14, 2012, Wingra 
appealed the Director’s decision to the Burial Sites Preservation 
Board (“the Board”), pursuant to Wis. Admin. Code § HS 
2.03(6)(c). (See R. 19:82-102.)  On March 13, 2013, the Board 
affirmed the denial of the decataloging request.  On April 5, 2013, 
Wingra filed a petition for judicial review pursuant to Wis. Stat. 
ch. 227 and, on August 8, 2014, the circuit court issued a written 
decision affirming the denial of Wingra’s decataloging request.  
See Wingra Redi-Mix, Inc. v. Burial Sites Pres. Bd., Case No.  
13-CV-1180 (Dane Cty. Cir. Ct.). Wingra filed a notice of appeal 
on October 23, 2014, and the matter is currently pending before 
this Court. See Wingra Redi-Mix, Inc. v. Burial Sites Pres. Bd., 
Appeal No. 2014AP2498. 
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geophysical survey report on the Ward Mound Group 

previously prepared by Professor Dante Fratta in support of 

Wingra’s earlier decataloging case before the Director, a new 

geophysical survey report prepared by Fratta in 

December 2013, and testimony by Fratta about his use of 

ground penetrating radar. (R. 19:1421-1528, 1600, 1633-49.) 

 Wingra also presented hearing testimony from three 

other witnesses: its president, Robert M. Shea 

(R. 19:1605-32); Kevin Meicher, who owns and operates a 

commercial real estate appraisal business (R. 19:1649-53); 

and archaeologist Philip H. Salkin. (R. 19:1654-83, 1786-92.)  

 The Society presented hearing testimony from three 

witnesses: Chip Brown, Government Assistance and 

Training Specialist in the Society’s Historic Preservation 

Division (R. 19: 1685-1706); burial site archaeologist 

Dr. Leslie Eisenberg (R. 19:1706-26); and former Wisconsin 

State Archaeologist Robert A. Birmingham, who currently 

teaches anthropology at the University of  

Wisconsin-Waukesha. (R. 19:1726-58.)   

 The Ho-Chunk Nation presented hearing testimony 

from two witnesses: Ho-Chunk Elder and Clan Leader 

Dennis Funmaker, Jr. (R. 19:1758-75); and Ho-Chunk Tribal 

Historic Preservation Officer William Quackenbush.  

(R. 19:1775-86.) Both witnesses testified about the 

traditional beliefs of the Ho-Chunk people regarding their 

close connection with their ancestral homeland in southern 

Wisconsin, their religious or spiritual beliefs concerning the 
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burial of the dead, and their beliefs about the sacred 

character of effigy mounds and the spiritual prohibitions on 

disturbing the dead or desecrating such sacred places. 

(R. 19:1758-86.) 

C. The DHA decision and petition for judicial 
review. 

 On July 8, 2014, DHA issued a written decision 

denying Wingra’s request for a permit to disturb the Ward 

Mound Group. (R. 19:1803-18.) The decision concluded that 

the requested permit should be denied because the 

Ho-Chunk Nation’s cultural, tribal, and religious interests in 

the site and the site’s historical significance outweighed 

Wingra’s interests in quarrying the site. 

 The DHA decision considered not only the interest of 

the parties participating in the hearing, but also the public 

interests that were asserted at the hearing by Wingra—i.e. 

the public interest in having convenient access to sand and 

gravel for use in local road construction projects and the 

public interest in maintaining jobs for Wingra’s employees. 

(R. 19:1813-15.) DHA found that these public interests were 

entitled to little weight because Wingra had provided no 

evidence that the denial of its permit application would 

directly harm any local road improvement projects or result 

in any of Wingra’s employees losing their jobs.  

(R. 19:1813-15.) 

 On August 7, 2014, Wingra filed a petition for judicial 

review of the DHA decision. On May 6, 2015, the circuit 
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court, in an oral ruling, reversed DHA’s decision to deny the 

permit and remanded the permit application to DHA with 

instructions regarding the interpretation of the statutory 

standard in Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. (R. 51.) The judge also 

instructed that the hearing record be re-opened as to all 

issues and that the parties be afforded additional 

opportunities to conduct discovery and present evidence. 

(R. 51:25-26.) 

 On May 7, 2015, the circuit court entered a final 

judgment embodying the results of its previous oral decision. 

(R. 46.) On August 4 and 5, 2015, the Society and the 

Ho-Chunk Nation, respectively, appealed from the circuit 

court’s final order. (R. 47, 48.) Those appeals were docketed 

together as 2015AP1632. On September 1, 2015, Wingra 

filed a notice of appeal from the circuit court’s final order 

which was separately docketed as 2015AP1844. On 

September 16, 2015, the Court entered an order finding that 

Wingra’s notice of appeal should have been designated and 

docketed as a cross-appeal in 2015AP1632. The Court 

consolidated the two appeals and aligned the parties as if 

Wingra’s notice was a notice of cross-appeal. Thus 

consolidated, the appeals now proceed to briefing. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 On appeal from a judicial review decision under Wis. 

Stat. ch. 227, the appellate court reviews the decision of the 

administrative agency, not the decision of the circuit court.  

See Stafford Trucking, Inc. v. ILHR Dep’t, 102 Wis. 2d 256, 
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260, 306 N.W.2d 79 (Ct. App. 1981). The scope of review of 

agency decisions is limited to what is in the administrative 

record.  See Wis. Stat. § 227.57(1).  The Court must affirm 

the challenged agency decision unless it finds a ground for 

setting aside, modifying or remanding that decision for one 

of the reasons specifically enumerated in Wis. Stat. § 227.57.  

See Wis. Stat. § 227.57(2). 

 The application of Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. to 

Wingra's permit request presents a mixed question of fact 

and law. The review of such a mixed question “requires the 

application of a statutory standard to findings of fact.” ITW 

Deltar v. LIRC, 226 Wis. 2d 11, 16, 593 N.W.2d 908 (Ct. App. 

1999).  

 Regarding the factual component of a mixed question, 

the agency’s “findings must be upheld on review if there is 

any credible and substantial evidence in the record upon 

which reasonable persons could rely to make the same 

findings.” Currie v. DILHR, 210 Wis. 2d 380, 386-87, 

565 N.W.2d 253 (Ct. App. 1997). 

 Regarding the legal component of a mixed question, a 

reviewing court is not bound by an agency’s conclusions on 

questions of law. See Richland Sch. Dist. v. DILHR, 174 Wis. 

2d 878, 890, 498 N.W.2d 826 (1993). A reviewing court will, 

however, give “due weight” to an agency on questions of law 

if the agency “has some experience in an area, but has not 

developed the expertise which necessarily places it in a 

better position to make judgments regarding the 
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interpretation of the statute than a court.” UFE Inc. v. 

LIRC, 201 Wis. 2d 274, 286, 548 N.W.2d 57 (1996).   

 Here, DHA’s interpretation and application of Wis. 

Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. is entitled to due weight because of 

DHA’s general experience in applying that statute to permit 

applications and because the interpretation and application 

of that statutory standard will promote uniformity and 

consistency in the administration of the burial site 

preservation program. 

 Whether the circuit court erred in the scope of its 

remand order is a pure question of law. On such questions, 

an appellate court is not bound by a trial court's conclusions 

and may decide the matter de novo. City of Muskego v. 

Godec, 167 Wis. 2d 536, 545, 482 N.W.2d 79 (1992). 

ARGUMENT 

I. DHA correctly applied the legal standard in Wis. 
Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. to the public interests that 
Wingra asserted in support of its application. 

 DHA correctly considered all of the interests in 

disturbing or not disturbing the Ward Mound Group that 

were presented at the hearing, including the interests 

belonging to the parties and the public interests that were 

asserted.  DHA properly weighed all of those interests in 

accordance with the priority ranking of interest types set 

forth in Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2.a.-f. and concluded, in part, 

that the evidence Wingra had presented regarding the public 

interests it asserted was entitled to little weight because it 
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did not establish that those public interests would be 

significantly affected by the disturbance or non-disturbance 

of the burial site. 

 The circuit court interpreted Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(5)(c)2.’s requirement that DHA “consider the 

interest of the public in addition to the interests of the 

parties” to mean that the public interest is a priority that is 

the “first and foremost” consideration in a permit 

proceeding, ahead of the specific categories of interest that 

are enumerated in the statute in ranked order of priority. 

(R. 51:3-10.) Applying that interpretation, the court found 

that DHA erred by not giving priority to the public interests 

that Wingra had asserted. (R. 51:3-10.) In particular, the 

court felt that DHA gave too little weight to Wingra’s 

argument that granting the requested permit would advance 

the public interest in having more and cheaper gravel 

available for local road projects, potentially reducing the cost 

for taxpayers and contributing to the local economy. (R. 51:6, 

8-9.) 

 The circuit court was incorrect. First, the court erred 

in its interpretation of the priority ranking of the different 

categories of interest that are enumerated in Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(5)(c)2. and in its view of the role of the public 

interest in relation to those categories. Second, under a 

correct interpretation of the statute, it is apparent that DHA 

properly concluded that the public interests asserted by 

Wingra were entitled to little weight because Wingra had 
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provided no evidence that the denial of its permit application 

would directly harm those public interests. 

A. The circuit court erred in holding that the 
public interest is a separate category of 
interest that is the first and foremost 
consideration in a permit proceeding, 
ahead of the specific categories of interest 
that are enumerated and ranked in the 
statute. 

 The circuit court’s interpretation of the priority 

ranking of the categories of interest referenced in Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(5)(c)2. is erroneous. According to the court, the 

“public interest” is a separate category of interest and is the 

“first and foremost” consideration in a permit proceeding, 

ahead of the specific categories of interest that are 

enumerated and prioritized in the statute. That is incorrect. 

 The statute requires DHA “to determine whether the 

benefits to the permit applicant in disturbing the burial site 

or the land outweigh the benefits to all other persons shown 

on the registry under sub. (2) (e) to have an interest in not 

disturbing the burial site or the land.” Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(5)(c)2. The statute then provides that, “[i]n making 

the determination, the division shall consider the interest of 

the public in addition to the interests of the parties.” Id. The 

statute thereafter lists seven different types of interest and 

provides that, if any of those types are represented at the 

hearing, DHA shall weight them in the order of priority 

listed in the statute. 
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 The circuit court went astray by failing to distinguish 

between the categories of types of interest, on the one hand, 

and the various categories of persons or entities who might 

possess those interests, on the other. The statute instructs 

DHA to weigh the interests possessed by the permit 

applicant against the interests possessed by persons and 

entities opposing disturbance of the burial site and further 

instructs DHA, in carrying out that weighing process, to 

consider the interests possessed by the public in addition to 

the interests possessed by the parties participating in the 

hearing. The statute thus treats “the public interest” as a 

category of persons or entities who might possess an interest 

in disturbing or not disturbing the burial site. 

 The statute does not, however, treat the public interest 

as a distinct type of interest that is to be weighted differently 

than the specific categories of interest types that are listed 

and ranked in the statute. On the contrary, the statute says 

that “[i]f any of the [listed] classes of interest are 

represented in the hearing, the division shall weight the 

interests in the [listed] order of priority.” Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(5)(c)2. The use of the word “any” makes it clear that 

all of the different types of interest presented at the hearing 

are to be ranked and weighed without regard to the identity 

of the person or entity that possesses that interest. 

 For example, if the evidence presented at a permit 

hearing establishes both a private individual’s direct kinship 

with a person buried at a cataloged site and a commercial 
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interest in disturbing the site, the statute requires DHA to 

give greater priority to the weight of the kinship interest 

than the weight of the commercial interest.  This statutory 

ranking applies even if the commercial interest is shared by 

the general public and the kinship interest belongs only to a 

private individual.  Similarly, a cultural, religious, scientific, 

educational, or historical interest possessed by a private 

person or organization is higher in the statutory ranking of 

interests than a public interest in land use or a public 

commercial interest. 

 The circuit court, therefore, erred in concluding that 

Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. requires that the public interest 

be prioritized as the first and foremost consideration in a 

permit proceeding, ahead of the statutory ranking of specific 

types of interest. While the statute plainly requires DHA to 

consider the interest of the public in addition to the interests 

of the parties, it does not require DHA to give public 

interests greater priority than other interests, but rather 

requires that all types of interest presented at the hearing 

be weighed in the order of priority listed in the statute, 

without regard to whether those interests are possessed by 

the public or by a private person or entity. That is what 

DHA did in this case. 
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B. DHA properly weighed the public interests 
related to Wingra’s permit application and 
concluded that the public interests 
asserted by Wingra were entitled to little 
weight. 

 When a correct interpretation of Wis. Stat. 

§ 157.70(5)(c)2. is applied to the evidence presented at the 

administrative hearing, it is apparent that DHA properly 

considered the public interests asserted by Wingra and 

concluded that they were entitled to little weight because 

Wingra had provided no evidence that the denial of its 

permit application would directly harm them. 

 The circuit court’s real complaint was not that DHA 

did not adequately consider the public interests, but rather 

that it did not give those interests the weight that the court 

believed they deserved. In a judicial review of an agency 

decision under Wis. Stat. ch. 227, however, a reviewing court 

is not to substitute its own judgment in place of the agency’s 

judgment regarding the weight of the evidence. Wis. Stat. 

§ 227.57(6). 

 The DHA decision contains extensive discussion of the 

public interests asserted by Wingra. (See R. 19:1813, 1815.) 

DHA expressly took up Wingra’s argument that the sand 

and limestone it would mine if the permit were granted 

would benefit the public by providing material for local road 

construction projects. (R. 19:1813.) DHA reasoned, however, 

that this interest was not entitled to much weight because, 

in the absence of any evidence that road building materials 
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were so scarce that denial of Wingra’s permit would 

endanger road projects, there would be no measurable 

incremental benefit to the public if  Wingra were allowed to 

excavate the Ward Mound Group. (R. 19:1813.) 

 Wingra’s president, Shea, testified that Wingra 

operates a total of 12 to 15 quarries. (R. 19:1630.) The 

permit application at issue here relates to only one of those 

quarries and would not affect the others. In addition, even 

without the requested permit, Wingra is free to continue its 

quarrying operations in approximately 54 acres of the 

57-acre Kampmeier quarry—which, according to Shea, could 

easily continue for another 25 to 50 years. (R. 19:1623.) 

Wingra also presented no evidence about the amount of sand 

and limestone that would be available in the local economy 

from other quarrying businesses. In short, Wingra presented 

no evidence sufficient to show that any small marginal 

decrease in the total amount of sand and gravel available to 

it if its permit application was denied would have a 

significant—or even a discernible—impact on local road 

projects. 

 DHA also considered Wingra’s argument that granting 

the permit would benefit the public because the resulting 

quarrying activity would provide jobs for Wingra’s 

employees. (R. 19:1813.) DHA found, however, that the 

evidence in the record supported the conclusion that, even 

without the requested permit, Wingra had sufficient 

mineable material available in the remainder of the 
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Kampmeier quarry to keep its employees gainfully working 

for a very long time. (R. 19:1813.) Based on this evidence, 

DHA reasoned that any jobs Wingra provides would be there 

to benefit the public without regard to whether the permit is 

granted and those jobs, therefore, should not be considered a 

public benefit flowing from the disturbance of the Ward 

Mound Group. (R. 19:1813.) 

 Finally, in summarizing its reasoning, DHA noted that 

a decision denying Wingra access to the sand and limestone 

located beneath the Ward Mound Group would not prevent 

Wingra from engaging in its business of mining, processing, 

and selling sand and limestone for road construction and 

other projects. (R. 19:1815.) 

 In sum, DHA carefully considered the public interests 

advanced by Wingra, but found that those interests were 

entitled to little weight because there was no evidence that 

they would be significantly harmed if Wingra’s permit 

request were denied. The fact that the circuit court may 

have disagreed with that weighing of the evidence did not 

provide a valid basis for reversing or remanding DHA’s 

decision to deny Wingra’s permit application. 

II. In the alternative, the circuit court erred in 
remanding Wingra’s permit application for a 
new administrative hearing, rather than 
instructing DHA to apply a corrected legal 
standard to the facts in the existing record. 

 Even if the circuit court was correct in concluding that 

DHA wrongly interpreted Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2., the 
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court nonetheless erred in ordering DHA to re-open the 

evidentiary record with regard to the public interest issues 

that the court identified. Under Wis. Stat. § 227.57(5), if a 

reviewing court finds that an administrative agency has 

erroneously interpreted a provision of law, the court may 

remand the case to the agency for further action under a 

correct interpretation of the law. The circuit court, however, 

did not merely remand the case with instruction to DHA to 

apply a corrected interpretation of the statute to the facts in 

the administrative record. Instead, the court went beyond its 

authorization under Wis. Stat. § 227.57(5) and ordered a 

new hearing process—including new opportunities for 

discovery—based only on the court’s own view that Wingra 

should be allowed to present additional evidence regarding 

the public interest. 

 An order to re-open the evidentiary record would be 

appropriate only if the circuit court had found that the ALJ 

had made some procedural error that deprived Wingra of a 

full and fair opportunity to present its case regarding any 

relevant public interests. See Wis. Stat. § 227.57(4) (“The 

court shall remand the case to the agency for further action 

if it finds that either the fairness of the proceedings or the 

correctness of the action has been impaired by a material 

error in procedure or a failure to follow prescribed 

procedure.”).  The circuit court found no such procedural 

error. If the court thought DHA misapplied the statute to 

the evidence, the proper remedy would have been to remand 
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the case to DHA with instructions to apply a corrected 

interpretation of the statute to the existing administrative 

record. 

 As the party seeking to alter the status quo, Wingra 

had the burden at the administrative hearing of producing 

evidence about the public interest sufficient to entitle 

Wingra to the permit it sought. See In re Commitment of 

West, 2011 WI 83, ¶ 65, 336 Wis. 2d 578, 800 N.W.2d 929; 

Sterlingworth Condo. Ass’n, Inc. v. State Dep’t of Nat. Res., 

205 Wis. 2d 710, 726, 556 N.W.2d 791 (Ct. App. 1996). 

Wingra had a full and fair opportunity to present whatever 

evidence it wished at the hearing. The error of statutory 

interpretation found by the circuit court provides no basis to 

re-open the evidentiary record and afford Wingra a second 

chance to make its case. 

 The circuit court compounded this error by ordering 

DHA to re-open the evidentiary record not only with regard 

to the public interest issues, but also with regard to all other 

issues in the case. (R. 51:25-26.) The circuit court sent the 

parties back to the starting line with an opportunity to 

completely re-litigate the administrative case. Even if the 

circuit court’s ruling could have provided a basis to re-open 

the evidentiary record regarding the public interest issue, 

there still would be no basis to re-open the record as to other 

issues in the case. 
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CONCLUSION 

 On judicial review, a reviewing court must affirm the 

challenged agency decision unless it finds a ground for 

setting aside, modifying or remanding that decision for one 

of the reasons specifically enumerated in Wis. Stat. § 227.57.  

See Wis. Stat. § 227.57(2). Here, the only reason the circuit 

court found for remanding Wingra’s permit application was 

DHA’s purported error in applying Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2. 

to the public interests asserted by Wingra. For the reasons 

discussed in this brief, the circuit court was wrong on that 

point and DHA properly considered and weighed those 

public interests. The circuit court decision, therefore, should 

be reversed and DHA’s decision denying Wingra’s permit 

application should be affirmed. 

 In the alternative, if the Court concludes that DHA did 

err in its interpretation of Wis. Stat. § 157.70(5)(c)2., the 

circuit court decision should be modified to instruct DHA to 

apply a corrected interpretation of the statute to the existing 

administrative record, rather than re-opening the record. 
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